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The Velaj Foundation

Supports Acceleration

Fund 

The Velaj Foundation's contribution to

EFE's Acceleration Fund will facilitate the

development of an alumni mentoring

toolkit, a first-ever Virtual Alumni Summit, grants for alumni community service

initiatives, and a video showing alumni impact, as well as a third edition of The Velaj

Foundation Innovation Award. Read more. 

Join us: Preparing for a "Green

Revolution" in MENA 

Join us for our next Acceleration Series virtual event on green jobs in MENA!

EFE-Egypt Celebrates

200th JPTP Class 

Last month, EFE-Egypt launched its 200th class of

the Job Placement Training Program. The class is

moving right along; to the right, a trainee from the

class participates in a mock interview session with

HSBC. Since 2008, EFE-Egypt has trained over 9,000

Egyptian youth. We applaud them on reaching this

major milestone!

HasanaH Connects EFE

Donors to Projects 

Connecting directly with EFE projects has never

been easier! EFE launched a profile on HasanaH,

a platform that connects donors with charitable

projects around the world. Our profile currently

features an EFE-Jordan project to train 120 Syrian

and Jordanian youth with technical and soft

skills. Read more.

Emirati Youth Gain

Entrepreneurship

Skills 

Twenty-three trainees graduated from EFE in
the UAE's entrepreneurship training, delivered in partnership with the U.S. mission to the
UAE, the Science and Innovation Centre in Al Ain, and the UAE University in Al Ain. The
online training covered topics ranging from ideation to pitching to give Emirati youth the
skills to start their own businesses.

EFE-Europe on Social

Media 

Give our friends at EFE-Europe a follow on

their new social media accounts! Head to 

Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook to see

their exciting content. Also, don't miss EFE-

Global's Instagram content and up-to-date

stories at @EFE_Global!

EFE Photo of the

Month 

We hope the April EFE Photo of the Month
picture of a proud EFE-Egypt graduate brings
as much of a smile to your face as it did ours!
Be sure to vote in future competitions by
following #EFEPhotoOfTheMonth on our
social media accounts.

EFE in the News 

The Financial Post reports on

the Western Union

Foundation partnering with

EFE to research post-COVID

jobs

EFE SVP Jasmine Nahhas di

Florio explains the need for

workplace inclusion of people

of determiniation in The UAE

News

Western Union Foundation

highlights its partnership with

EFE to provide opportunities

for youth accross MENA

EFE-Jordan's collaboration with

the ILO to train young

Jordanians and Syrians is

featured in Ammon News

Ammon News covers EFE-

Jordan's project to give

university students skills for

the workplace

The Saudi Gazette highlights

EFE's collaboration with

Alwaleed Philanthropies to

create opportunities for

Yemeni youth

 Our Impact  

 Give The Gift Of A First Job  
"Everyone wants experience, but how do I get experience when nobody

will give me a chance? Education For Employment gave me the right skills

and job opportunities so I could start my life."

– Omar, EFE Alumni 
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